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Abstract
Traditional clustering algorithms are no longer suitable for use in data mining applica-
tions that make use of large-scale data. There have been many large-scale data clustering
algorithms proposed in recent years, but most of them do not achieve clustering with high
quality. Despite that Affinity Propagation (AP) is effective and accurate in normal data
clustering, but it is not effective for large-scale data. This paper proposes two methods
for large-scale data clustering that depend on a modified version of AP algorithm. The
proposed methods are set to ensure both low time complexity and good accuracy of the
clustering method. Firstly, a data set is divided into several subsets using one of two
methods random fragmentation or K-means. Secondly, subsets are clustered into K clus-
ters using K-Affinity Propagation (KAP) algorithm to select local cluster exemplars in
each subset. Thirdly, the inverse weighted clustering algorithm is performed on all local
cluster exemplars to select well-suited global exemplars of the whole data set. Finally,
all the data points are clustered by the similarity between all global exemplars and each
data point. Results show that the proposed clustering method can significantly reduce the
clustering time and produce better clustering result in a way that is more effective and
accurate than AP, KAP, and HAP algorithms.
1 Introduction
Clustering is one of the most popular research
trends in data mining field. It is called unsupervised
learning because no data, or statistical assumptions
are needed. Currently, many applications such as
text retrieval, medical image processing, and net-
work intrusion detection are based on the cluster-
ing analysis. The goal of the clustering is to divide
the data into sub-groups, whereas the data points
in each group are relatively similar to each other
and differ from the data points in the other groups.
Consequently, many clustering methods have been
developed, each of which has a different induction
principle. Some of the most popular methods are:
Hierarchical-Based Clustering Methods [1 - 3]:
These methods construct the clusters by recursively
partitioning the instances in either agglomerative or
divisive hierarchical. The result of these clustering
methods is a dendrogram, representing the objects
groups of data and similarity levels at which group-
ings change. Clusters are obtained by cutting the
dendrogram at the desired similarity level.
Partitioning-Based Clustering Methods [4, 5]:
Partitioning methods relocate move instances from
one cluster to another, starting from an initial parti-
tion. In these methods, the number of clusters must
be specified by the user. To achieve the global opti-
mum in partitioning-based clustering, an exhaustive
enumeration process of all possible partitions is re-
quired. Because this is not feasible, certain greedy
heuristics approaches are used in the form of iter-
ative optimization. That is; an iterative relocation
method relocates points between the k clusters.
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Graph-Based Clustering Methods [6, 7]:
Graph-based clustering methods produce clusters
via graphs. The edges of the graph connect node
instances in one class. Menendez et al. [7] pro-
posed the Co-Evolutionary Multi-Objective Ge-
netic Graph-based Clustering (CEMOG) algorithm,
which is based on the Multi-Objective Genetic
Graph-based Clustering (MOGGC).
Grid-Based Clustering Methods [8, 9]: These
methods divide space into a finite number of cells
that form a grid structure in which all operations
performed for clustering. Fastest processing time is
the main advantage of these methods.
Density-Based Clustering Methods [10, 11]:
Density-based clustering methods assume that the
points belong to each cluster drawn from a specific
probability distribution. The overall distribution of
data is assumed to be a mix of various distributions.
The goal of density-based methods is to detect the
clusters and their distribution parameters. These
methods are designed to discover clusters of arbi-
trary shape.
Model-Based Clustering Methods [12, 13]:
These methods try to optimize the fitting between
the input data and some mathematical models. Un-
like other clustering methods, which detects groups
of objects, model-based clustering methods detect
characteristic descriptions for each group, whereas
each group designates a class or a concept. The
most frequently used induction methods are neural
networks and decision trees.
Affinity Propagation (AP) clustering algorithm
is one of best and most recent partitioning clustering
algorithms. Frey and Dueck [14] were the first to
propose Affinity Propagation clustering algorithm
(AP). The algorithm selects exemplar of each data
point by passing two types of messages between
data points iteratively. These messages are called
responsibility and availability. The advantages of
AP over other clustering algorithms are: perfor-
mance, speed, initialization independence, and the
similarity matrix between pairs of data points do not
need to be symmetrical [15].
However, AP clustering has its drawbacks; it
cannot generate a specific number of clusters out
of K clusters, and the number of ultimate clusters is
affected by a user- defined parameter ‘preference’.
To obtain the desired number of clusters using AP,
optimal value of ‘preference’ must be set. The bi-
section method suggests using AP to find a suitable
preference for specified cluster number [20]. The
process of finding the parameters is very time con-
suming because each change of any parameter will
require re-running the algorithm. KAP [20] was de-
veloped to address AP drawback. KAP is able to
generate K clusters according to what a user speci-
fies by adding one constraint in the message passing
process to restrict the number of clusters to K.
Another drawback in AP is that it consumes a
significant amount of time and memory while clus-
tering large-scale data, because it build three simi-
larity matrices with size n*n for n point data set. Al-
though there are many algorithms proposed to im-
provement AP preference and initialization param-
eter problems [15 - 18], HAP [21] is the only one
that tries to improve the efficiency of the AP algo-
rithm in large-scale data clustering.
Inspired by the above ideas, this paper proposes
a new clustering algorithm called IWC-KAP for
large-scale data sets. IWC-KAP can directly gen-
erate K clusters, as specified by the user. It retains
the advantages of KAP and inverse weighted clus-
tering algorithm IWC [22]. Experiments on IWC-
KAP show that it can generate K clusters directly
without any parameter tuning, and can cluster large-
scale data more efficiently than other related algo-
rithms. Moreover, given a specified cluster num-
ber, IWC-KAP is much more efficient than HAP.
IWC-KAP suggests two mechanisms for splitting
data into subsets and then applies the KAP algo-
rithm on each subset to find the local exemplars.
IWC algorithm is applied on all local exemplars to
find a specific number of global exemplars; then all
the data points are re- clustered into new clusters by
the global exemplars.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
section II presents the related work. Section III, de-
scribes in details the proposed clustering algorithm
IWC-KAP. Experiments on artificial and real data
sets are conducted, and results are presented and
analyzed in section IV. Finally, section V concludes
the paper.
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which is based on the Multi-Objective Genetic
Graph-based Clustering (MOGGC).
Grid-Based Clustering Methods [8, 9]: These
methods divide space into a finite number of cells
that form a grid structure in which all operations
performed for clustering. Fastest processing time is
the main advantage of these methods.
Density-Based Clustering Methods [10, 11]:
Density-based clustering methods assume that the
points belong to each cluster drawn from a specific
probability distribution. The overall distribution of
data is assumed to be a mix of various distributions.
The goal of density-based methods is to detect the
clusters and their distribution parameters. These
methods are designed to discover clusters of arbi-
trary shape.
Model-Based Clustering Methods [12, 13]:
These methods try to optimize the fitting between
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like other clustering methods, which detects groups
of objects, model-based clustering methods detect
characteristic descriptions for each group, whereas
each group designates a class or a concept. The
most frequently used induction methods are neural
networks and decision trees.
Affinity Propagation (AP) clustering algorithm
is one of best and most recent partitioning clustering
algorithms. Frey and Dueck [14] were the first to
propose Affinity Propagation clustering algorithm
(AP). The algorithm selects exemplar of each data
point by passing two types of messages between
data points iteratively. These messages are called
responsibility and availability. The advantages of
AP over other clustering algorithms are: perfor-
mance, speed, initialization independence, and the
similarity matrix between pairs of data points do not
need to be symmetrical [15].
However, AP clustering has its drawbacks; it
cannot generate a specific number of clusters out
of K clusters, and the number of ultimate clusters is
affected by a user- defined parameter ‘preference’.
To obtain the desired number of clusters using AP,
optimal value of ‘preference’ must be set. The bi-
section method suggests using AP to find a suitable
preference for specified cluster number [20]. The
process of finding the parameters is very time con-
suming because each change of any parameter will
require re-running the algorithm. KAP [20] was de-
veloped to address AP drawback. KAP is able to
generate K clusters according to what a user speci-
fies by adding one constraint in the message passing
process to restrict the number of clusters to K.
Another drawback in AP is that it consumes a
significant amount of time and memory while clus-
tering large-scale data, because it build three simi-
larity matrices with size n*n for n point data set. Al-
though there are many algorithms proposed to im-
provement AP preference and initialization param-
eter problems [15 - 18], HAP [21] is the only one
that tries to improve the efficiency of the AP algo-
rithm in large-scale data clustering.
Inspired by the above ideas, this paper proposes
a new clustering algorithm called IWC-KAP for
large-scale data sets. IWC-KAP can directly gen-
erate K clusters, as specified by the user. It retains
the advantages of KAP and inverse weighted clus-
tering algorithm IWC [22]. Experiments on IWC-
KAP show that it can generate K clusters directly
without any parameter tuning, and can cluster large-
scale data more efficiently than other related algo-
rithms. Moreover, given a specified cluster num-
ber, IWC-KAP is much more efficient than HAP.
IWC-KAP suggests two mechanisms for splitting
data into subsets and then applies the KAP algo-
rithm on each subset to find the local exemplars.
IWC algorithm is applied on all local exemplars to
find a specific number of global exemplars; then all
the data points are re- clustered into new clusters by
the global exemplars.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
section II presents the related work. Section III, de-
scribes in details the proposed clustering algorithm
IWC-KAP. Experiments on artificial and real data
sets are conducted, and results are presented and
analyzed in section IV. Finally, section V concludes
the paper.
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2 Related Work
Many papers proposed clustering algorithms
that depend on AP to increase the performance of
AP using different ways. This part reviews some of
these papers.
2.1 Affinity Propagation Clustering Algo-
rithms
Affinity Propagation clustering algorithm [14,
18, 19] is based on passing messages between data
points. Each data point receives availability a(i,j)
message from the exemplars (members of the input
set that are representative of clusters) and sends a
responsibility r(i,j) to the example. The AP mes-
sages take into account different kind of competi-
tion. The availability message that is sent from can-
didate exemplar j to point i, reflects the accumu-
lated evidence of how close point i to point j while
taking into account that point j may be an exem-
plar for other points. The responsibility message
that is sent from data point i to candidate exem-
plar point j, reflects the accumulated evidence of
how well-suited data point j is to serve as the exem-
plar for data point i, and taking into consideration
other possible exemplars for point i. The input of
the AP is a matrix of similarities between pairs of
data points S= (s(i,j)), and the output is cluster ex-
emplars of all data points and relationships between
each point and its cluster’s exemplar. The similarity
function s(i,j) in the similarity matrix indicates how
well the data point j is suitable to be the exemplar
of a data point with index i. The diagonal element
of the similarity matrix S(k,k) indicates the ‘prefer-
ence’ of data point with index k, so exemplars are
that data points with larger values of S(k,k).
The steps of the AP algorithm are as follows
Algorithm 1 AP algorithm steps
1: Initialization the availabilities matrix to zero
a(i,k) = 0
k is the number of exemplars
i ∈ {1,2, . . . ..,n}
n is the number of data points
2: Update the responsibilities by the fol-
lowing equation.
r (i,k) = s(i,k)+maxk′ ̸=k{a(i,k′)+ s(i,k′)}
where s is the similarity matrix between data
points.
3: Update the availabilities matrix a(i,k)




a(k,k) = ∑i′ /∈{i,k} max{0,r(i
′
,k)}
4: Find sum = a(i,k) + r (i,k) for each
point i and the exemplar k that maximize the
sum.
5: For fixed number of iterations: If ex-
emplars do not change go to step (6) else go to
Step (1)
6: Assign the data points to its exemplars
on the based on the maximum similarity to find
clusters
2.2 Multi-exemplar Affinity Propagation
(MEAP)
MEAP [23] proposed an extension of the
single-exemplar model to a multi-exemplar one.
MEAP can identify exemplars and a superexemplar
for each cluster automatically. Each data point as-
signed to the most suitable exemplar and each ex-
emplar assigned to the most suitable superexemplar.
The superexemplar is defined as an exemplar that
best represents the exemplars belonging to the cor-
responding cluster. The objective of the MEAP is to
maximize the sum of all similarities between data
points and the corresponding exemplars, plus the
sum of all linkages between exemplars and the cor-
responding superexemplars. However, if the clus-
ter number is prior knowledge, MEAP would not
be able to make a use of such knowledge directly
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in its learning process. Instead, it has to rely on re-
running the process as many times as it takes by tun-
ing parameters until it generates the desired number
of clusters. It also consumes a large amount of time
and memory while processing large-scale data.
2.3 Adaptive Affinity Propagation
Adaptive Affinity Propagation (AAP) [24] was
proposed as a model to overcome the drawback of
AP that is related to knowing the value of the pa-
rameter preference, and tries to produce an optimal
clustering solution. AAP firstly finds out a range of
preference, then searches the space of preference to
find a good value, which can optimize the clustering
result.
2.4 Generating Specified K Clusters by Ef-
ficient Affinity Propagation
KAP [20] was modified to generate a given
number of an optimal set of exemplars through
Affinity Propagation. KAP can generate K clus-
ters as the user specifies by adding one constraint in
the process of message passing to confine the num-
ber of clusters to be K while keeping all AP advan-
tages in clustering. Another advantage of KAP over
AP is the confidence in one data item to be an ex-
emplar is automatically self-adapted by KAP while
the confidence in AP is a parameter specified by a
user. Moreover, the computational cost overhead
compared to AP is negligible. However, the limita-
tions of clustering large-scale data are still existing
as in AP. It still consumes time and memory while
processing large-scale data.
2.5 An Improved Affinity Propagation
Clustering Algorithm for Large-scale
Data Sets
Hierarchical Affinity Propagation (HAP) was
the first algorithm to use AP algorithm on large-
scale data [21]. HAP proposed an improved hier-
archical AP clustering algorithm. The algorithm
achieves efficient, accurate and no predefined pa-
rameter large-scale data clustering by applying hi-
erarchical selection and partitioned clustering. In
a hierarchical selection, AP algorithm is executed
for each subgroup according to: firstly finding well
suited local exemplars for clusters in each sub-
group. Secondly, AP is executed on all the local
exemplars to find the global exemplars for all the
data. In partitioned clustering, all of the data points
are partitioned once again into new clusters by the
global exemplars. One of the drawbacks of HAP
is that when the number of clusters K is available,
HAP, just like AP, cannot generate specified number
of clusters directly. The second drawback of HAP
is the time and memory consumption that comes as
a result of using AP in finding the global exemplars.
3 Proposed Clustering Algorithm
3.1 The basic idea of the proposed algo-
rithm
The proposed clustering algorithm depends on
KAP Clustering algorithm to achieve efficiently,
and accurate clustering result for large-scale data
where the number of clusters is known. The ba-
sic idea of the algorithm is that, data set is divided
into several subsets, each of which can be efficiently
clustered by the KAP algorithm. The resulting sub-
sets exemplars are clustered through the proposed
IWC algorithm [22] to get a specific number of
global exemplars, and then each data point is clus-
tered to its exemplars. This process is divided into
four steps:
Step 1: data partition
In this step, the entire data points of the data
set are split into several small subsets that can be
efficiently clustered using KAP. Two methods have
been used in this step to divide the data. In the first
method, data was divided randomly into n subset;
in the second method, data was divided using the
K-means algorithm. Through this step, the KAP
clustering algorithm was directly applied on a large-
scale data set.
Step 2: using KAP algorithm
In this step, the KAP algorithm is executed on
each subset to select well-suited specific number of
exemplars for each subset. The selection depends
on the known clusters number of the data set and
leads to obtaining the local optimal exemplars.
Step 3: find global exemplars and grounping data
In this step, IWC algorithm is used to find cluster
centers from the all-local optimal exemplars. The
selected cluster centers of the entire data set are
called global exemplars.
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proposed as a model to overcome the drawback of
AP that is related to knowing the value of the pa-
rameter preference, and tries to produce an optimal
clustering solution. AAP firstly finds out a range of
preference, then searches the space of preference to
find a good value, which can optimize the clustering
result.
2.4 Generating Specified K Clusters by Ef-
ficient Affinity Propagation
KAP [20] was modified to generate a given
number of an optimal set of exemplars through
Affinity Propagation. KAP can generate K clus-
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the process of message passing to confine the num-
ber of clusters to be K while keeping all AP advan-
tages in clustering. Another advantage of KAP over
AP is the confidence in one data item to be an ex-
emplar is automatically self-adapted by KAP while
the confidence in AP is a parameter specified by a
user. Moreover, the computational cost overhead
compared to AP is negligible. However, the limita-
tions of clustering large-scale data are still existing
as in AP. It still consumes time and memory while
processing large-scale data.
2.5 An Improved Affinity Propagation
Clustering Algorithm for Large-scale
Data Sets
Hierarchical Affinity Propagation (HAP) was
the first algorithm to use AP algorithm on large-
scale data [21]. HAP proposed an improved hier-
archical AP clustering algorithm. The algorithm
achieves efficient, accurate and no predefined pa-
rameter large-scale data clustering by applying hi-
erarchical selection and partitioned clustering. In
a hierarchical selection, AP algorithm is executed
for each subgroup according to: firstly finding well
suited local exemplars for clusters in each sub-
group. Secondly, AP is executed on all the local
exemplars to find the global exemplars for all the
data. In partitioned clustering, all of the data points
are partitioned once again into new clusters by the
global exemplars. One of the drawbacks of HAP
is that when the number of clusters K is available,
HAP, just like AP, cannot generate specified number
of clusters directly. The second drawback of HAP
is the time and memory consumption that comes as
a result of using AP in finding the global exemplars.
3 Proposed Clustering Algorithm
3.1 The basic idea of the proposed algo-
rithm
The proposed clustering algorithm depends on
KAP Clustering algorithm to achieve efficiently,
and accurate clustering result for large-scale data
where the number of clusters is known. The ba-
sic idea of the algorithm is that, data set is divided
into several subsets, each of which can be efficiently
clustered by the KAP algorithm. The resulting sub-
sets exemplars are clustered through the proposed
IWC algorithm [22] to get a specific number of
global exemplars, and then each data point is clus-
tered to its exemplars. This process is divided into
four steps:
Step 1: data partition
In this step, the entire data points of the data
set are split into several small subsets that can be
efficiently clustered using KAP. Two methods have
been used in this step to divide the data. In the first
method, data was divided randomly into n subset;
in the second method, data was divided using the
K-means algorithm. Through this step, the KAP
clustering algorithm was directly applied on a large-
scale data set.
Step 2: using KAP algorithm
In this step, the KAP algorithm is executed on
each subset to select well-suited specific number of
exemplars for each subset. The selection depends
on the known clusters number of the data set and
leads to obtaining the local optimal exemplars.
Step 3: find global exemplars and grounping data
In this step, IWC algorithm is used to find cluster
centers from the all-local optimal exemplars. The
selected cluster centers of the entire data set are
called global exemplars.
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Step 4:
In this step, each data point is grouped into its
cluster by finding its global exemplar using simi-
larities between each data point and all global ex-
emplars as in K-means clustering. Each data point
will fit into its cluster as indicated by its maximal
similarity.
3.2 Proposed method 1 Procedure
The procedures of the proposed method 1 in the
algorithm are described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 The procedures used in the pro-
posed method 1
1: The data set D divided into k partitions
randomly, denoted as D1,D2, . . . ., Dk
where k is the number of partitions
D1∩D2∩ . . . .∩Dk = /0
D1∪D2∪ . . . .∪Dk = D
2: For each partition Di, the KAP algo-
rithm is performed to select the n number of
local exemplar set of this partition, denoted as
Ei. Where n is the number of clusters
3: Exemplars of all the partitions create a new
data set, denoted as: E = E1∪E2∪ . . . .∪Ek.
IWC will be used on the data set E to select the
global exemplars of the entire data set, denoted
as Eg1,Eg2, . . . .,Egn. Each exemplar Egi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) will be regarded as a centroid of
cluster Ci, which is Ci = { Egi }.
4: For each point di in data set D the sim-
ilarities between di and each exemplar Egi,
denoted as sim(di; Egi), are compared to
find the exemplar point m with the maximal
similarity.
m = max j sim(di;c j)
then Cm =Cm∪{di}
5: Return the clustering result
D =C1∪C2∪ ::: ∪Cn
3.3 Proposed method 2 Procedure
The procedures used in the proposed method 2
in the algorithm are described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 The procedures used in the pro-
posed method 1
1: The data set D divided into k partitions using
K-means algorithm to cluster data to initial k
clusters, k clusters denoted as D1,D2, . . . ., Dk
where k is the number of partitions
D1∩D2∩ . . . .∩Dk = /0
D1∪D2∪ . . . .∪Dk = D
2: For each partition Di, the KAP algo-
rithm is performed to select the n number of
local exemplar set of this partition, denoted as
Ei. Where n is the number of clusters.
3: Exemplars of all the partitions create a new
data set, denoted as: E = E1∪E2∪ . . . .∪Ek.
IWC will be used on the data set E to select the
global exemplars of the entire data set, denoted
as Eg1,Eg2, . . . .,Egn. Each exemplar Egi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n) will be regarded as a centroid of
cluster Ci, which is Ci = { Egi }.
4: For each point di in data set D the sim-
ilarities between di and each exemplar Egi,
denoted as sim(di; Egi), are compared to
find the exemplar point m with the maximal
similarity.
m = max j sim(di;c j)
then Cm =Cm∪{di}
5: Return the clustering result
D =C1∪C2∪ ::: ∪Cn
3.4 Key issues in the proposed algorithm
The Choosing partition size should address for
the implementation of the algorithm.
The Choosing partition size: due to the limitations
in time and memory consumption, the partition size
should be decided by both the executing efficiency
and the clustering result of the algorithm.
To get better results, the partitions of the data
set should be a representative subset of the real data
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set. Usually, the bigger the partition size is, the bet-
ter the representation of data will be, as well as the
result of KAP. However, due to the memory and
time consumption in KAP, small partition size is
preferred. Therefore, for proposed method 1 nei-
ther big nor small partition size would lead to better
the results. The choice of the partition size should
be based on; application’s specific demands for the
clustering result, the efficiency of the clustering al-
gorithm, and the characteristics of the data set that
will be clustered. Furthermore, well-divided parti-
tions ensure that each partition is a good represen-
tation of the entire data set. For proposed method
2, the K-means algorithm can produce well-divided
partitions that can be a good representation of the
entire data set.
4 Experimental Results And Anal-
ysis
An experiment was conducted on three clus-
tering algorithms using a computer with 8G mem-
ory and 2.5GHz frequency. The algorithms were;
the proposed algorithm (i.e. IWC-KAP), traditional
AP, and KAP algorithm. The experiment is set to
illustrate whether the proposed algorithm is more
suitable for the large-scale data set clustering prob-
lem than the other algorithms.
4.1 Data sets and generating methods
The data sets and their characteristics of each
data set for the experiments are as shown in Table
1.
Artificial data set
Three artificial two-dimensional data set S-
Data1, S-Data2, and S-Data3, were generated us-
ing the random function in Matlab. As shown in
table 1, S-Data1 contains 3500 samples, S-Data2
contains 1800 samples and S-Data1 contains 1400
samples. The data points of the artificial data sets
are described in two-dimensional attributes to sim-
plify the computation without loss of generality.
Real data set
As described in Table 1, five real data set were
used:
Iris: 150 samples with 4 dimensions and 3 clusters.
Yeast: 1448 samples with 8 dimensions and 10 clus-
ters.
Wine: 178 samples with 13 dimensions and 3 clus-
ters.
Ionosphere: 151 samples with 34 dimensions and 2
clusters.
Heart: 302 samples with 13 dimensions and 5 clus-
ters.
These data sets were used in most clustering al-
gorithm experiments, and can be obtained from
the UCI machine learning knowledge base website
[25].
This work used the previous real data set to com-
pare the result with [11] who used the same data
set.








IRIS 150 3 4
Wine 178 3 13
Yeast 1484 10 8
Ionosphere 151 2 34
Heart 302 5 13
S-Data1 3500 7 2
S-Data2 1800 6 2
S-Data3 1400 7 2
Euclidean distance method was used to find the
similarity between data points pi and pj in the data
set.
Distance is described as in the following expres-
sion.
s(pi, pj) = -||pi – pj||2 (1)
The partition size for the proposed method 1 for
the proposed algorithm was selected as 0.25 times
of the data set size that will cluster. However, in
the proposed method 2 depend on the size of ini-
tial clusters result from K-means algorithm. For the
partition step in the proposed method 1, the code
was run 50 times. The results were recorded, and
the average value was calculated.
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clustering result, the efficiency of the clustering al-
gorithm, and the characteristics of the data set that
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tation of the entire data set. For proposed method
2, the K-means algorithm can produce well-divided
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suitable for the large-scale data set clustering prob-
lem than the other algorithms.
4.1 Data sets and generating methods
The data sets and their characteristics of each
data set for the experiments are as shown in Table
1.
Artificial data set
Three artificial two-dimensional data set S-
Data1, S-Data2, and S-Data3, were generated us-
ing the random function in Matlab. As shown in
table 1, S-Data1 contains 3500 samples, S-Data2
contains 1800 samples and S-Data1 contains 1400
samples. The data points of the artificial data sets
are described in two-dimensional attributes to sim-
plify the computation without loss of generality.
Real data set
As described in Table 1, five real data set were
used:
Iris: 150 samples with 4 dimensions and 3 clusters.
Yeast: 1448 samples with 8 dimensions and 10 clus-
ters.
Wine: 178 samples with 13 dimensions and 3 clus-
ters.
Ionosphere: 151 samples with 34 dimensions and 2
clusters.
Heart: 302 samples with 13 dimensions and 5 clus-
ters.
These data sets were used in most clustering al-
gorithm experiments, and can be obtained from
the UCI machine learning knowledge base website
[25].
This work used the previous real data set to com-
pare the result with [11] who used the same data
set.








IRIS 150 3 4
Wine 178 3 13
Yeast 1484 10 8
Ionosphere 151 2 34
Heart 302 5 13
S-Data1 3500 7 2
S-Data2 1800 6 2
S-Data3 1400 7 2
Euclidean distance method was used to find the
similarity between data points pi and pj in the data
set.
Distance is described as in the following expres-
sion.
s(pi, pj) = -||pi – pj||2 (1)
The partition size for the proposed method 1 for
the proposed algorithm was selected as 0.25 times
of the data set size that will cluster. However, in
the proposed method 2 depend on the size of ini-
tial clusters result from K-means algorithm. For the
partition step in the proposed method 1, the code
was run 50 times. The results were recorded, and
the average value was calculated.
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4.2 Evaluation Methods
The Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) in-
dex [26] was used to evaluate the results of the four
algorithms; AP, KAP, HAP and the proposed algo-
rithm. NMI was used to measure the similarity be-
tween the result of the clustering algorithm and the
standard division of the data set. The calculation of
the NMI index can be described as follows
For any partition of the data set, denoted as Pa, the
information entropy (which is the expected value











Where n is the data size, ka is the number of clus-
ters in the partition, nai is the number of points in
the i-th cluster in the partition.
The mutual information (which is a measure of the
variables’ mutual dependence) for two partitions of



















Where nabi j is the number of the points both in the
i-th cluster of Pa and in the j-th cluster of Pb.

















From the communication theory point of view, the
above-defined quantities can be interpreted as fol-
lows. Suppose we need to transmit all the clus-
ter labels in Pa on a communication channel, then
H(Pa) can be interpreted as the average amount of
information, for example, in bits, needed to encode
the cluster label of each data point according to
Pa. Now suppose that Pb is made available to the
receiver, and then H(Pa | Pb) denotes the average
number of bits needed to transmit each label in pa
if Pb is already known. We are interested to see
how much H(Pa | Pb) is smaller than H(Pa), that
is, how much the knowledge of Pb helps us to re-
duce the number of bits needed to encode Pa. This
can be quantified in terms of the mutual information
H(Pa)-H(Pa | Pb) = I(Pa, Pb). The knowledge of Pb
thus helps us to reduce the number of bits needed
to encode each cluster label in Pa by an amount of
I(Pa , Pb) bits. In the reverse direction, we also have
I(Pa, Pb) = H(Pb)-H(Pb Pa). Clearly, the higher the
MI, the more useful the information in Pb helps us
to predict the cluster labels in Pa and vice-versa.
The similarity of two partitions Pa and Pb for the






The NMI measures the information that Pa and Pb
share: it tells us how much each one of these clus-
terings reduces our uncertainty about the other. The
value of the NMI index for two partitions of any
data set is [0..1]. The bigger the NMI index is, the
more similarity the two partition are.
4.3 Results and Analysis
Table 2, Figure 1 and Figure 2, show the clus-
tering time of the real and the artificial data sets,
and compare the two methods of proposed algo-
rithm with the AP algorithm and KAP algorithm.
Table 3, Figure 3 and Figure 4, show the NMI
index of the real and the artificial data sets, and
compare the two methods of proposed algorithm
with the AP algorithm and KAP algorithm.
Table 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6, show the clus-
tering time of the real and the artificial data sets,
and compare the two methods of proposed algo-
rithm with the HAP algorithm.
Table 5, Figure 7 and Figure 8, show the NMI
index of the real and the artificial data sets, and
compare the two methods of proposed algorithm
with the HAP algorithm.
Through Table 2, Table 3, Figure 1 till Figure 4,
it can be seen that the proposed algorithms achieves
the lowest time consumption compared to AP and
KAP algorithms for almost all data sets. Further-
more, the proposed algorithms gave better results
than AP with the NMI index and gave an almost
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result as close as possible to KAP algorithm. How-
ever, time consumption increases rapidly with the
growth of the data size in the AP and KAP algo-
rithm, which makes those algorithms not suitable
for solving the clustering problem of large-scale
data. In the proposed algorithms, the clustering re-
sults are significantly better than AP and KAP on
all the data sets except the Ionosphere and Yeast
data. Also, the time consumption of the proposed
algorithms is much lower than AP and KAP on all
data. The great time consumption of AP and KAP
is due to the computation of matrixes of similari-
ties between pairs of data points in the entire data
set while the input to the proposed algorithms is the
matrix of similarities between pairs of data points
only in each partition, and the input to the selec-
tion of global exemplars is the matrix of its data
record only. The proposed algorithms have advan-
tages over others in term of memory consumption
comparing with AP and KAP. It is also more effi-
cient and accurate more than the others.
Figure 1. Clustering time our proposed v. AP and
KAP in real data set
Figure 2. Clustering time our proposed v. AP and
KAP in Artificial data set
Figure 3. NMI index our proposed v. AP and KAP
in a real data set
Figure 4. NMI index our proposed v. AP and KAP
in Artificial data set
Figure 5. Clustering time our proposed v. HAP in
a real data set
Figure 6. Clustering time our proposed v. HAP in
Artificial data set
Figure 7. NMI index our proposed v. HAP real in
a data sett
Figure 8. NMI index our proposed v. HAP in
Artificial data set
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result as close as possible to KAP algorithm. How-
ever, time consumption increases rapidly with the
growth of the data size in the AP and KAP algo-
rithm, which makes those algorithms not suitable
for solving the clustering problem of large-scale
data. In the proposed algorithms, the clustering re-
sults are significantly better than AP and KAP on
all the data sets except the Ionosphere and Yeast
data. Also, the time consumption of the proposed
algorithms is much lower than AP and KAP on all
data. The great time consumption of AP and KAP
is due to the computation of matrixes of similari-
ties between pairs of data points in the entire data
set while the input to the proposed algorithms is the
matrix of similarities between pairs of data points
only in each partition, and the input to the selec-
tion of global exemplars is the matrix of its data
record only. The proposed algorithms have advan-
tages over others in term of memory consumption
comparing with AP and KAP. It is also more effi-
cient and accurate more than the others.
Figure 1. Clustering time our proposed v. AP and
KAP in real data set
Figure 2. Clustering time our proposed v. AP and
KAP in Artificial data set
Figure 3. NMI index our proposed v. AP and KAP
in a real data set
Figure 4. NMI index our proposed v. AP and KAP
in Artificial data set
Figure 5. Clustering time our proposed v. HAP in
a real data set
Figure 6. Clustering time our proposed v. HAP in
Artificial data set
Figure 7. NMI index our proposed v. HAP real in
a data sett
Figure 8. NMI index our proposed v. HAP in
Artificial data set
This work was also compared with the HAP algo-
rithm, which is the first algorithm that addressed
the AP problem in the large-scale data set. As it
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Table 2. Clustering time our proposed V. AP and KAP








yeast 444.71 334.81 57.16 90.23 73.70 139.09
wine 7.33 6.58 5.05 7.09 6.07 6.20
iris 13.36 4.06 4.66 5.37 5.01 3.68
heart 24.81 17.66 2.36 4.63 3.49 1.11
ionosphere 12.34 2.78 0.39 0.72 0.56 0.29
S-Data1 233.65 165.96 41.49 54.47 47.98 44.75
S-Data2 82.83 65.97 8.13 10.68 9.41 8.54
S-Data3 17.01 15.22 5.53 6.69 6.11 6.40
Table 3. MNI index our proposed V. AP and KAP








iris 0.5 0.8512 0.6561 0.8245 0.7403 0.7131
wine 0.31 0.3813 0.4561 0.3945 0.4253 0.4214
yeast 0.28 0.3896 0.2834 0.2018 0.2426 0.2361
ionosphere 0.129 0.1296 0.1347 0.0349 0.0848 0.0784
S-Data1 0.9 0.91 0.91 0.9 0.905 0.91
S-Data2 0.91 0.93 0.95 0.9 0.925 0.95
S-Data3 1 1 1 1 1 1









yeast 360.48 57.16 90.23 73.70 139.09
wine 17.35 5.05 7.09 6.07 6.20
iris 8.27 4.66 5.37 5.01 3.68
heart 19.27 2.36 4.63 3.49 1.11
ionosphere 10.99 0.39 0.72 0.56 0.29
S-Data1 58.41 41.49 54.47 47.98 44.75
S-Data2 18.83 8.13 10.68 9.41 8.54
S-Data3 8.04 5.53 6.69 6.11 6.40
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iris 0.75 0.6561 0.8245 0.7403 0.7131
wine 0.41 0.4561 0.3945 0.4253 0.4214
yeast 0.18 0.2834 0.2018 0.2426 0.2361
ionosphere 0.09296 0.1347 0.0349 0.0848 0.0784
S-Data1 0.9 0.91 0.9 0.905 0.91
S-Data2 0.93 0.95 0.9 0.925 0.95
S-Data3 1 1 1 1 1
can be seen in Table 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 the
time consumption of the proposed algorithm is not
only lower than AP and KAP algorithms but also
lower than HAP algorithm. However, as seen in Ta-
ble5, Figure 7 and Figure 8, the clustering results by
the NMI index is almost close to HAP algorithm.
However, the time consumption increases rapidly
with the growth of the data size in the HAP, which
makes the proposed algorithm more efficient as it
consumes time less than HAP when the size of data
grow. The increase in time consumption of HAP
results is due to the computation of the matrices of
similarities between pairs of data points in the en-
tire data set when using the AP algorithms again to
get the global exemplars from the local exemplars.
However, the proposed algorithms use modified K-
means algorithms to find global exemplars that de-
crease the time because the K-means is faster than
AP algorithms. The proposed algorithms have ad-
vantages over HAP when it comes to less memory
consumption. It is also more efficient and accurate.
5 Conclusion
Two methods depend on KAP and IWC algo-
rithms were proposed in this paper. The proposed
methods achieve eficient, accurate, and time-saving
clustering for large-scale data sets. Data points are
clustered by splitting the data into small groups,
then applying KAP algorithm on each subset of the
data. Then, IWC is applied to find the global exem-
plars for original finally well-suite clusters. These
clusters are obtained by setting the points to its sim-
ilar exemplars due to similarity function.
The algorithms were tested using real and sim-
ulated data sets. The results show that the proposed
algorithms are more effective and efficient in term
of clustering time consumption and memory space
consumption than AP, KAP, and HAP. This is due
to the proposed novel techniques. In the future,
other modified versions of AP will be used in clus-
tering subsets instead of KAP. Furthermore, other
partitioning algorithms are going to be used instead
of IWC to find out whether better results can be
achieved.
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tire data set when using the AP algorithms again to
get the global exemplars from the local exemplars.
However, the proposed algorithms use modified K-
means algorithms to find global exemplars that de-
crease the time because the K-means is faster than
AP algorithms. The proposed algorithms have ad-
vantages over HAP when it comes to less memory
consumption. It is also more efficient and accurate.
5 Conclusion
Two methods depend on KAP and IWC algo-
rithms were proposed in this paper. The proposed
methods achieve eficient, accurate, and time-saving
clustering for large-scale data sets. Data points are
clustered by splitting the data into small groups,
then applying KAP algorithm on each subset of the
data. Then, IWC is applied to find the global exem-
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partitioning algorithms are going to be used instead
of IWC to find out whether better results can be
achieved.
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